Discover China - I Fly

Starting From :Rs.:102500 Per Person

6 Days / 5 Nights
Beijing | Shanghai

..........

Package Description
Discover China - I Fly
Return economy airfare, visa charges, 2 nights accommodation in Beijing, 3 nights
accommodation in Shanghai, sightseeing as per itinerary and meals as per itinerary.
..........

Itinerary
Day.1
India / Beijing
Upon arrival at Beijing Capital Intl Airport, you will be received and transferred to your hotel by our
English-speaking representative. Optional program: Acrobatic show
Meals:N.A

Day.2
Beijing
Set out from the hotel at 10:00 hrs to enjoy a City tour. Visit the Summer Palace, the largest and
best preserved of all the imperial palace gardens and boasts such delights as the "Marble Boat"
and the ornately painted "Long Corridor" Pearl shop. Visit to the world-famous Tian'anmen Square
the biggest square in the world that lies in the center of the city. Visit the Forbidden City from
which the Emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties governed for over 500 years. Optional
program: Hutong tour, which is also called Rickshaw Tour. Visit Houhai, is a lake and its
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surrounding district in central Beijing, one of the three parts of Shichahai. In recent years it has
become famous for nightlife because it is home to many popular restaurants, bars and cafes. The
area is especially popular with foreign tourists visiting Beijing, but is also often visited by the
expatriate community and younger locals. Optional program: Kongfu show in the evening. 20:30
hrs - Transfer to Indian restaurant for dinner and then return back to the hotel.
Meals:Breakfast and Indian Dinner

Day.3
Beijing / Shanghai by high speed train 2nd class
After breakfast at the hotel, depart at 09:00 hrs for a City tour. Visit the fabled Great Wall - Juyong
Pass, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and a massive defensive structure built to keep off
intrusion. Visit a Longdi Jade shop where we will learn about Chinese jade culture. In the
afternoon, proceed to see the Bird's Nest (Olympic National Stadium outside) and the Water Cube
(Outside). Yaxiu market shopping at leisure (If time is tight, then withdraw sightseeing today, no
refund.) Packed Indian dinner box. Transfer to railway station to take a high speed train to
Shanghai. After you arrive in Shanghai railway station, you will be met by our representative who
will assist you with your transfer to the hotel.
Meals:Breakfast, Chinese Lunch in Great Wall and Packed Indian dinner box in Beijing.

Day.4
Shanghai
After breakfast at the hotel, at 10:00 hrs you will be taken on a City tour. Visit the Shanghai
Museum which is the largest museum of ancient Chinese art in Shanghai. Visit the People Square
and Nanjing Road for shopping. Optional program: Shanghai Madame Tussauds wax museum.
Visit the lovely old Yuyuan Garden - outside look at the nine zig zag bridge with golden fish pond,
bridges and pavilions. Step onto Yu Market (Old City God's Temple), which is a major yet
relatively inactive, Taoist temple in Shanghai. Optional program: 19:00 hrs - 21:00 hrs - In the
evening, visit Xintiandi, an affluent car-free shopping, eating and entertainment district of
Shanghai, China. It is composed of an area of reconstituted traditional shikumen ("stone gate")
houses on narrow alleys, some adjoining houses which now serve as book stores, cafes and
restaurants and shopping malls. Most of the cafes and restaurants feature both indoor and outdoor
seating. Xintiandi has an active nightlife on weekdays as well as weekends, though romantic
settings are more common than loud music and dance places. It is considered one of the first
lifestyle centers in China. Xintiandi is the location of the site of the first congress and the
Communist Party of China, now preserved at the Museum of the First National Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party. 21:00 hrs - Transfer to the Indian restaurant for dinner and then return
to the hotel.
Meals:Breakfast and Indian Dinner

Day.5
Shanghai
Visit the Jade Buddha Temple, the most famous Buddhist temple in Shanghai, Then transfer to
Taobao City for shopping. Optional program: Shanghai Aquarium after 16:00 hrs. Visit the Oriental
Pearl TV tower 2nd level. Optional program: Huangpu River Cruise
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Meals:Breakfast and Indian Dinner

Day.6
Shanghai / India by Intl flight
After breakfast at the hotel, transfer to the airport for your onward flight.
Meals:Maglev Train on the way to Pudong Airport.
Optional: Breakfast
..........

Inclusions
*International air tickets with airport taxes. Visa charges. Domestic airfare with tax. Arrival /
departure transfer / sightseeing using air-conditioned (AC) Coach on seat-in-coach (SIC) basis.
Accommodation for 05 nights on twin-sharing basis with breakfast in Standard category rooms.
Rate for 3rd pax in triple room same as twin-sharing pax. Daily Breakfast at the hotel + 1 Chinese
Lunch at the Great Wall + 4 Indian Dinners. Oriental Pearl Tower 2nd level in Shanghai.
Assistance of a professional English-speaking Guide. One bottle of mineral water per person per
day. Complimentary souvenirs All Entrance Fees or first gate entrance mentioned in itinerary. Tips
for driver and guide..
..........

Exclusions
..........

Hotel Details & Price
Hotel Name

Luxury

Star

4

Twin Sharing

Rs.102,500

Child With Bed

Rs.0

Child Without Bed

Rs.0

..........

Highlights
*Best Deal - Value for Money.
..........

Sightseeing
Summer Palace
Summer Palace, an Imperial Garden in Beijing. TheSummer Palace in
Beijing – first built in 1750, largely destroyed in the war of 1860 and
restored on its original foundations in 1886 – is a masterpiece of Chinese
landscape garden design.

Tiananmen Square
Along the west side of the square is the Great Hall of the People. Along the
east side is the National Museum of China (dedicated to Chinese history
predating 1919). Chang'an Avenue, which is used for parades, lies between
the Tian'anmen and the square.
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Hutong tour
Houhai, is a lake and its surrounding district in central Beijing, one of the
three parts of Shichahai. In recent years it has become famous for nightlife
because it is home to many popular restaurants, bars and cafes. The area is
especially popular with foreign tourists visiting Beijing, but is also often
visited by the expatriate community and younger locals.

Great Wall - Juyong Pass
The pass is one of the three greatest mountain passes of the Great Wall of
China. The other two are Jiayuguan and Shanhaiguan (passes).Juyongguan
Pass has two 'sub-passes,' one at the valley's south and the other at the
north. The southern one is called "Nan (pass)" and the northern is called
"Badaling".

Longdi Jade shop
Learn about Chinese jade culture.

Shanghai Muesum
Located in the center of Shanghai in People's Square, Shanghai Museum is
a large museum of ancient Chinese art. Its style and presentation surround
visitors with artifacts demonstrating ancient wisdom and philosophy.

People Square
People's square is a spectacular space in the heart of the city. It is a gardentype open space surrounded by buildings and facilities for administration,
cultural activities, transportation and commerce. The People's
Park,People's Mansion and Shanghai Museum are sitting on the central
axis.

..........

Terms & Conditions
*https://search.thekangarootravels.com/terms-and-conditions.aspx.
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